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ABSTRACT
Clinical reasoning is a highly complex process that is both difficult to impart and acquire
(Bowen 2006, Custers 2005, Merriënboer 2010, Schmidt 2015). Second year medical
learners appear to lack strategy to effectively step through the presented scenarios (Allen,
personal communication, March 2, 2015). Though possessing a degree of background
knowledge, immature clinical reasoning skills make data collection (focused history,
focused review of systems and focused physical assessments) a challenge to efficiently
navigate. As oppose to discriminating their line of questions, learners sweep through a
wide range of information. Consequently, problem solving takes on a shot gun approach
resulting in a lack of intentionality. This study aims to understand the effects of exposing
learners to a computer based instruction (CBI) of the clinical reasoning process prior
simulation learning.
Instructional design techniques will be applied to understand the nature of the problem,
derive a simulation performance assessment tool as well as to develop suitable computer
based instruction. A repeated measurements study will be conducted to understand the
effects of a computer based intervention on Second Year medical students' simulation
learning. Data collected will include performance in simulation (pre and post
intervention), performance within the computer based instruction and learner perception
of the effectiveness of the CBI.

A one way repeated measures ANOVA will be used to

x

compare a performance before and after exposure to the intervention. The same test will
also be used to understand differences between learners exposed to the intervention
versus learners who chose not to utilize the instructional material. Finally, learner
perception data will be used to determine how learners regard the CBI for simulation
learning preparation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Context of Study
Few professions impact such a wide spread of humanity as do physicians. Their
expertise in troubleshooting riddles of the human body makes them indispensable to daily
life. Yet the processes physicians apply to reason through medical problems remains a
challenge to define. Medical problem solving involves an encounter many are familiar
with.
A patient sits in a medical office facing an attending physician. The
patient articulates a concern while the doctor probes and listens. The
physician gathers pertinent data, synthesizes information and weighs
considered possibilities to derive a differential diagnosis. At the end of
encounter a treatment plan is suggested.
This appears a simple scenario, however the process applied by physicians to evaluate the
problem, is a highly complex. Clinical reasoning is a problem solving process by which
expert physicians arrive at a medical diagnosis. It is an ambiguous process that is both
difficult to teach and acquire (Bowen 2006, Custers 2005, Merriënboer 2010, Schmidt
2015). Pre-clinical medical students struggle to apply the skill to efficiently navigate
from patient problem to solution.
1

High fidelity simulation is an increasingly used teaching modality in medical education
(Kunkler, 2006). It involves fully immersing students into life like clinical settings to
collaboratively step through medical scenarios. High fidelity simulation learning aims to
help students apply clinical reasoning to diagnostic problem solving. This study aims to
explore clinical reasoning in the context of high fidelity simulation based medical
learning. Instructional design principles will be applied to investigate learner needs and
propose instructional solutions aimed at adequately preparing students for high fidelity
simulation learning.
Location of Study
This study centers on medical student challenges in the area of clinical reasoning. Preclinical medical students enrolled in an Upper-Midwestern medical school participate in
high fidelity simulation learning to enhance clinical reasoning skills. Though students
possess background knowledge, their immature clinical reasoning ability makes problem
solving a challenge to efficiently navigate.
Students participate in high fidelity simulation learning facilitated by the Simulation
Learning Center (SLC). At the SLC medical students are exposed to clinical reasoning
through the use of high fidelity simulation.
Human Patient Simulator (HPS)
A human patient simulator (HPS) is used to present a medical case to students. Human
patient simulators mimic complex physiological responses of the human body. HPSs'
respond to medication, perspire, and bleed in order to replicate life like responses.
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(Binstadt et. al., 2007; Bradley, 2006; Lane, 2001). Learners are tasked with
investigating a medical condition while utilizing resources made available to them.
The resources made available to students include a facilitator (a medical professional or
educator) who is present as clinical mentor. The facilitator offers feedback and asks
provocative questions for students to consider. Apart from the clinical educator, learners
are also able to consult Support Specialist (health professionals such as nurses,
paramedics etc.). Finally learners are also able consult labs studies or request specialized
consultations.
High Fidelity Simulation Sessions
At the SLC, simulation sessions consist of a two 15 minute periods in which learners run
through a medical scenario. Learning occurs collaboratively. Students are placed in
groups of 3-4 participants. Each individual is randomly assigned a role to enact (team
leader, assistant lead, scribe or observer) throughout a simulation run.
The two periods are separated by a brief debrief session that occurs inside the simulation
room (SIM room). During the rapid debrief learners are given a pause to reflect on the
first attempt at the case.
Following the break a second and final attempt at the scenario is conducted. Learners at
this time exchange roles before again completing the scenario. This final run allows
students repeated practice with the clinical case. The learning exercise is then concluded
with an extended reflection period to debrief the scenario as a whole.

3

Focused Reasoning
At SLC, learners are encouraged to apply focused reasoning methods to step through case
based scenarios. Focused reasoning involves strategically gathering information to
investigate a problem. The aim is to deter learners from two polar pitfalls. On one end
forming bias by narrowing in on a single diagnosis at the expense of neglecting other
potential causes. While on the other, unsystematically generating multiple ‘guesses’ as
oppose to applying diagnostic reasoning.
Learners are encouraged to:
1) Frame their investigation according to preliminary considerations of
the problem.
2) Focus their investigation (attain a history of present illness, conducting
a review of systems, performing physical assessments) around the three
systems most relevant and proximity located to the area of concern.
Phenomenon observed
Novice medical students, while possessing a degree of background knowledge, appear to
lack a strategy to effectively step through the presented scenarios. Learners more
familiar with a knowledge based approach to clinical reasoning demonstrate difficulty
stepping through the process. As opposed to using discriminating questions as an
experienced clinician would do, novice learners tend to utilize a wide range of less
focused questions. Consequently, problem solving lacks of intentionality. Instead of
developing and discriminating an intentional line of questions, students sweep through
and collect a wide range of information. Such an approach often results in a patient
4

interview without any clear intention, and consequently impacts the downstream
diagnosis and treatment.

Research Questions
There is a need to understand how familiarizing learners with the clinical reasoning
process prior to high fidelity simulation sessions can affect their simulation learning.
This study aimed to investigate instructional design solutions for enhanced clinical
reasoning during high fidelity simulation learning. Specifically this study understood the
effects of exposing learners to a focused clinical reasoning process (via computer based
instruction (CBI)) prior simulation based problem solving.
This study answered:
1. Research Question 1 (RQ1): What changes can be observed in learner simulation
performance before and after exposure to a computer based instruction (CBI)
exposing learners to a focused (clinical) reasoning process?
2. Research Question 2 (RQ2): What differences are observed between the
simulation performances of learners exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to
the intervention?
3. Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI
for simulation learning preparation?
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Participants
Pre-clinical medical learners attending an Upper Mid-Western School of Medicine and
Health Sciences (SHMS) were the target audience for the study. Participation within the
study was voluntary. A total of 41 learners gave consent to participate in this research.
Limitations of the Study
This study was conducted under the following limitations:
1. Sample of learners selected: Initially the study was intended for First Year
medical learners, however limited availability of scheduled simulation learning
events for First Year learners resulted in the change of the audience to Second
Year medical learners.
2. Availability of intervention: This study took place in an educational environment.
Consequently, the intervention material had to be made available to the entire
class of learners. No control groups (participants without exposure to the
material) could intentionally be assigned.
3. Scenarios for simulation learning events: Simulation learning events are
scheduled and coordinated by the Simulation Learning Center (SLC). The topical
simulation scenarios that were already planned for the second year students at the
time of the study. Consequently, the study was limited to working with preselected cases.
4. Facilitator selection: Facilitators used by the SLC are scheduled as per
availability. Consequently, no two events had the exact same combination of
facilitators. For valid comparisons the data has been analyzed by looking:
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a. First at evaluation data collected from all facilitators (Total
Facilitator data).
b. Second by focusing on data collected from the two facilitators, Facilitator
1(FC1) and Facilitator 2 (FC2) (names withheld for anonymity)
consistently present at selected simulation events.
Definition of Terms
The following is a list of concepts and corresponding definitions referenced throughout
this study.
Clinical (diagnostic
reasoning)
reasoning process

Clinical reasoning is the complex problem solving process used
by physicians to understand their patients’ medical concerns.
Clinical reasoning is an ambiguously defined process considered
to incorporate both analytical decision making and experience
based (pattern recognition) skills (Delany, 2014).

High Fidelity
Simulation

High fidelity implies full immersion into a life like environment.
In medical context this involves the use of mock hospital
settings with human patient simulators.

History of Present
Illness

A detailed description of the patient’s presenting chief complaint
(Allen, personal communication, June 6, 2016).

Focused ROS,
Focused Physical

Focused data collection that concentrates on the physiological
systems most related to the medical problem.

Target System

Physiological system most closely associated with the present
chief complaint.
7

Initial
hypothesis

Preliminary impressions of a medical problem guiding the initial
phases of investigation.

Working
Hypothesis

Modified understanding of the problem presented based on
information gathered from the history of present illness and
focused assessments.
Organization of Study

To answer the questions researched the following chapters have been structured
according to the layout depicted in the chart below (See Table 1):
Table 1 Organizational Layout of Chapters 2-5.
Chapter II
Literature Review
1. The concept and
models of clinical
reasoning
2. Historical events that
shaped clinical
learning today
3. Clinical reasoning
challenges for novice
learners
4. Simulation learning
for clinical reasoning
skills
5. Approaches to
teaching clinical
reasoning
6. Need for the study

Chapter III
Methodology
1. Conceptual
framework
followed
throughout the
course of the
study.
2. Procedures
followed
throughout the
intervention
development
3. The experimental
design
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Chapter IV
Analysis
1. Present
derived data
2. Present
analysis
3. Identify areas
of statistical
significance
4. Summary of
findings

Chapter V
Discussion
1. Present an
interpretation of
the data
2. State the
practical
significance of
findings
3. Identify areas
for continued
research
4. Address overall
conclusions

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This study aimed at understanding how exposing second year medical learners to the
clinical reasoning process (via computer based instruction) prior to simulation learning
can affected their diagnostic reasoning performance. In light of the research question
explored the Review of Literature was framed around the following areas:
1. The concept and models of clinical reasoning
2. Historical events that shaped clinical learning today
3. Clinical reasoning challenges for novice learners
4. Simulation learning for clinical reasoning skills
5. Approaches to teaching clinical reasoning
6. The need for the study
Concept and Models of Clinical Reasoning
Clinical reasoning implies the cognitive process a physician will step through to
investigate medical problems. The diagnostic problem solving process remains a puzzle
to concretely understand. Since the 1970s multiple models have been proposed to
explain how expert clinicians reason through medical problems. Three dominant theories
have emerged in this time. This included the pattern based approach which articulates
clinical reasoning as an intuitive problem solving process occurs intuitively. In contrast
to this approach is the analytical reasoning theory. Here clinical reasoning is considered
9

as a more systematic process that incorporates probability based reasoning. Finally the
dual process method that views clinical reasoning as incorporating both pattern based and
analytical reasoning processes. (Eva, 2004, p. 200; Frank A. Sonneberg & Robert Beck,
1993; J.G. Thornton, R.J. Lilford, & N. Johnson, 1992; Pelaccia, Tardif, Triby, &
Charlin, 2011)
Pattern based reasoning
The premise of pattern based approach is that physicians are able to understand
encountered illnesses based on past experience with similar cases. This process is
considered to occur intuitively. Recall is stimulated by contextualized clues (Norman,
2005; Pelaccia et al., 2011). Clinical disease features observed in a patient, trigger
previous encounters to similar medical cases. A physician then makes a diagnosis by
applying compare and contrast mechanisms.
With this approach non analytical reasoning relies heavily on a physician’s experience.
Diagnosing a presented case would require the ability to draw from a mental library
containing past encounters of a similar cases. (Eva, 2004)
Analytical Reasoning
Contrasting the pattern based approach is the analytical reasoning model. Here clinical
problem solving is regarded as a calculated process. This approach relies on a
physician’s knowledge of the relationship between presented symptoms and
pathophysiological consequences of diseases. A greater emphasis is placed on
approaching medical case by weighing the evidence (presented patient symptoms) against
the most likely causes (Ewa, 2004). In a review of mental representations, Custers et al
describe the classical (analytical) approach as follows:
10

“…a disease can be definitely diagnosed on basis of a conjunction of
signs, symptoms and findings, which all have to be present in a
particular patient for the diagnosis to be applicable. The absence of one,
or even some, important signs, symptoms, and findings in not
uncommon and certainly does not immediately invalidate a diagnosis.
However, with too many features absent, a diagnosis may become
unlikely.” (Custers, S55)
Essentially, a physician encountering symptoms of a condition will use calculated
analysis to prioritize and weigh probabilities to arrive at a diagnosis. Such is seen when
applying the Bayes Theorem to clinical reasoning where probability based logic is
applied to matching appropriate diagnoses (Eva, 2004; Kassirer, 2010; Norman, 2005).
Dual Process Framework
The dual process model is theory emerging from cognitive psychology used to
understand clinical reasoning. This model posits that analytical and pattern based
recognition are simultaneously co-exist as two processing systems physicians can utilize
based on the circumstance. In situations of low uncertainty a physician will intuitively
use pattern based recognition to understand a problem. However, as complexity
increases the calculated and more methodical analytical approach to weighing a diagnosis
is then used (Pelaccia et al., 2011).
Bowen Model & the Complexities of Clinical Reasoning
Despite multiple proposed models, there remains ambiguity in mapping how physicians
reason through medical problems. Consequently clinical reasoning remains a challenge
11

to teach to students. Why is the process so difficult to impart? To appreciate the
complexities of teaching clinical reasoning it is helpful to compare how experts and
novices differ in applying the skill. For a seasoned physician, stepping from the initial
patient briefing to the differential (multiple weighed) diagnosis is an intuitive task. To
the novice, however, effectively applying diagnostic reasoning is a challenge (Bowen
2006, Lee, 2010; Kaissner 2010; Schmidt 2015).
In 2006, Judith Bowen published a study comparing the difference in how novice learners
and more seasoned rotational students approach a medical problem. A byproduct of the
study is a model of clinical reasoning widely used in medical education. The Bowen
model is a type of dual process model. Similarly, it incorporates attributes of both non
analytical and pattern based reasoning in the problem solving process (Bowen, 2006).
Bowen’s 2006 study breaks down areas novice learner have difficulty relating to the
clinical reasoning process. In her work she uses a Gout medical scenario to illustrate
phases where the two (novice vs seasoned student) will differ in skill. Key areas of
difference include data gathering, problem representation, hypothesis generation and the
use of illness scripts for disease (Bowen, 2006).

Data Acquisition
Data acquisition is the process of obtaining information from a patient. This can occur
through the patient interview or physical assessments conducted. More seasoned learners
will use patient information obtained prior to the initial encounter to form their interview
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questions. In doing so learners are using an ‘early impression’ of the problem as a
guiding framework for investigation (Bowen, 2006).
In contrast, novice learners instead demonstrate an uncertainty in the relevance of
questions to be asked. Unlike their more expert counterparts, they fail to draw an early
working hypothesis from information first presented of their patients. Consequently, they
are more at a loss in determining the right questions to ask (Bowen, 2006).
Problem Representation
A second difference observed is in how learners (when probed) articulate a statement of
the problem at hand. The more expert learner can be recognized by their use of both
abstract terms and semantic qualifiers to represent a problem statement. In using abstract
terms they are translating provided information into medical terminology. Alongside this
when using semantic qualifiers implies articulating clinical consequences of an
encountered condition by using opposing descriptors. Clinical consequences are one of
three attributes that can make up an illness script (mental representation) of a disease.
Illness Scripts
Illness scripts refer to the way physicians organizes their knowledge of diseases. An
illness script can contain information regarding predisposing features, clinical
consequences and pathophysiological insult of a disease. Each unit of information acts as
recall points that can be triggered when a physician encounters similar instances.
Physicians are able to then use information retained in illness script to compare and
contrast a present case against known conditions. A physician’s repository of illness
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scripts develops with experience. (Bowen 2006, Custers 1996, Lee et al, 2010, Norman
2005, Schmidt 2015, Shwarz 2002, Van Merrienboer 2010).
A major challenge of clinical reasoning for novice medical learners is the immature
formation of illness scripts. During pre-clinical years, learners are in the process of
creating mental representations of pathophysiological knowledge. Experts are able to
draw from systematically stored illness scripts. Novices, however have yet to mentally
organize their knowledge of disease for easy recall. Learners rather (Bowen, 2006)
Late introduction to clinical reasoning
Alongside the challenges learners face with growing in clinical reasoning skills is the
problem of delayed clinical exposure. Traditionally, clinical learning comes into greater
focus during residency years. Residency programs, however, are not characterized by the
rigid standardization of pre-clinical (first and second) years of learning. There is a
growing concern regarding the limited number of patients residents may work with, the
lack of variation in cases they encounter as well as the uncertain quality of supervision
students are provided during residency (Schmidt 2015, Wimmers 2006). Consequently,
the degree of clinical competence a learner may receive is questionable. The apparent
lack of standardization within clinical programs drives a growing need to provide clinical
learning earlier (pre-clinical years) (Mehta 2013, Schmidt, 2015).
Overview of Medical Education
As discussed, some challenges of teaching clinical reasoning are due to the complex
nature of the concept. However, changes in the medical education over the past century
also contribute to the complexity of diagnostic learning. The past century has seen major
14

transitions in western medical education. Many changes were triggered by key
publications relating to the state of American medical practice.
Fletchner’s Report
The first wave of change followed Abraham Flexner’s survey of 19th century medical
education. Commissioned by the Council of Medical Education, Fletcher evaluated
operational standards of medical learning institutions. Findings of the report confirmed
growing concern regarding an alarming disparity in the quality of medical education
provided. Fletcher’s report allowed proponents in favor of standardized medical
education the needed ammunition to press for change in the status quo. Drastic measures
followed that included stricter admission standards, a more rigorous curriculum and the
termination of substandard institutions (Beck AH, 2004).
Fletcher’s report shifted medical education toward the academia culture of the university.
He encouraged research based medical school models anchored on scientific analytical
reasoning. Consequently the academic hospital grew and clinical learning partnered with
medical research. (Beck AH, 2004; Cooke, Molly, Irby, David M., Sullivan, William, &
Ludmerer, Kenneth M, 2006)
Effects of the Fletchner’s Report
How did Fletchner’s Report affect medical learning today? Overtime changes ensued by
the survey shifted a greater emphasis on scientific reasoning being taught within medical
learning. Consequently, the knowledge of basic sciences came to the forefront. Research
took preeminence placing a pressure for publications on clinical instructors. Trend in
research began to focus more on molecular sciences as oppose to patient centered
15

research.

Over time basic sciences became a stronger emphasis over clinical skills

learning. (Cooke, Molly et al., 2006)
To Err is Human
In the later part of the 21st century the publication of To Err is Human, became a second
outcry for change in medical education. The work highlighted the need for increased
attention to patient safety. Alarming incidents of malpractice brought attention to lacking
areas in medical education. In 1997, medical error was estimated to be the number 8
leading cause of death in America. Of the 33.6 million hospital admissions a
conservative estimate of 44,000 at the time were due to medical error. Alarming
accidental statistics highlighted a need for change. In 2003, legislation aimed at greater
patient safety limited resident on-site hours to 80 hours a week. Consequently this
reduced learner hands on patient training and the limited exposure clinical learning.
Simulation Based Medical Education (SBME)
Changes in medical education drove a need for pedagogical solutions to supplement
clinical exposure needs for students. Mandates that aimed to decrease fatigue related
error, were implemented to reduce the number of hours residents worked. Consequently,
the reduction limited the available time for hands on practice. This created the need for
alternative training that harbored patient safety while allowing beneficial hands on
learning (Bradley, 2004; Kohn, L. T, Corrigan J. M., & Donaldson, M. S., 2000).
Simulation Based Medical Education (SBME) began gaining attention as an innovative
solution for clinical learning needs (Datta, Upadhyay, & Jaideep, 2010; Kunkler, 2006)
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Medical education has lagged in adopting simulation based learning. Forerunners of the
pedagogy have included the military and aviation industries. With the advent of flight,
came a need to curb against increasing dangers of human error. In 1929, Edward Link
invented the first flight trainer. The ensuing World War increased the demand of Link's
invention and further propelled the tool into aviation history (Rossen, 2008).
The introduction of simulation to medical education came in three waves: the invention
of part task trainers (Recusi-Annie), the introduction of standardized patients, and human
patient simulators for team based learning. (Bradley, 2006; Rossen 2008, Okuda 2009).
In the 1960s low fidelity task trainers were developed for specified skill development.
Resusci-Annie was designed by Norwegian toy manufacturer, Asmund Lærdal. The
model allowed simulated mouth to mouth resuscitation of drowning victim. The debut of
Resusci-Annie began a wave of part task trainers allowing focused skill training.
(Bradley 2006).
1963 saw the first introduction of actors to train medical students. Though initially
contested as unscientific, the practice was later validated and used to develop clinical
skills of health learners. Standardized patient simulation is primarily used in clinical
training settings. The use of SPs allows training that assists in developing physicianpatient interaction skills. (Bradley, 2006; Lane, 2001).
During the 1980's, collaborations formed between flight simulator vendors and research
anesthesiologists to develop human patient simulators (HPs) for highly immersive
training (Bradley, 2006; Rossen 2008). Human patient simulators mimic complex
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physiological responses of the human body. HPs' respond to medication, perspire, and
bleed in order to replicate life like responses in medical scenarios.
Simulation Learning Modalities
Simulation learning helps facilitate learning in line with the Adult Learning Theory.
students to learn HP simulators allow training that places learners in contextualized
environments (Binstadt et. al, 2007; Bradley, 2006; Lane, 2001). There are several types
of simulation learning modalities. These tools, platforms or practices are frequently
differentiated by the degree of fidelity they are able to allow. The term fidelity implies
either the degree of immersion or degree of resemblance to reality a simulation platform
allows. Fidelity should be understood in two contexts: structural versus functional
fidelity (Hamstra, Brydges, Hatala, Zendejas, & Cook, 2014). The degree of structural
fidelity determines how much immersion a simulation allows into the environment. High
structural fidelity allows full immersion into the mimicked setting. Whereas low
structural fidelity implies limited or partial immersion (i.e. computer based simulation).
Functional fidelity related to the degree of life like resemblance and technological
enhancement a simulator possess. For the purpose of this study references to the term
‘high fidelity simulation’ will be used to describe high structural and functional fidelity
simulation that utilizes human patient simulators.
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Table 2 Simulation Learning Modalities
Modality

Structural
High Low

Technology Enhanced

Human
Patient
Simulators

Non-Technology Enhanced

x

Computer
Based
Simulation

Standardized
Patients

x

x

x

x

x

x

Limitations

References

Expense
Labor
intensive

Bradley,
2006; Lane,
2001; Miller
1990

Limited skills
training.

(Rossen,
2008)

Unable to
allow haptic
feedback.
Limited
immersion.

Binstadt et.
Ali, 2007;
Cook, 2006;
Lane, 2001

Limited team
based training
allowance.

(Rossen,
2008)

Diversity of
patients is
limited to
available
pool.Limited
ability to
replicate
health
abnormalities

Kunkler
2006
(Haptic)

Functional
High Low

x

Part Task
Trainers

Virtual
Reality

Purpose
/Application

Fidelity

Team based
learning
Fully
immersion
learning
Patient physical
examination
Allows haptic
feedback
Focused skills
training
Allows selfassessmentImmediate user
feedback.
Build decision
making- skills
Self-paced
learning
Allows partial
immersion into
environment

Build
physician/patie
nt interaction
skills.
Summative
assessmentapplications.
Patient physical
examinations

x
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How to teach novices Clinical Reasoning?
Attempts are being made to expose learners to clinical reasoning earlier in their medical
program to counter late exposure. Simulation learning is a growing modality to
familiarize learners with clinical reasoning, however what is the best way to teach novice
learners to navigate problem solving?
Schmidt et al reviewed 48 studies to understand approaches to teaching clinical
reasoning. Two overarching methods were identified in the analysis of this review.
These they coined the process orientated and knowledge based approaches to teaching
clinical reasoning. The first approach (as the name implies) involves teaching learners
diagnostic reasoning by navigating them through the process. This can be done by either
parceling case information to learners a little at a time (serial-que method) or presenting
all information related to the case for learners to diagnose (whole case approach). The
essence of both, however, remains to help learners assume the role of a physician in an
attempt to understand how to reason through a problem (Schmidt, 2015).
Contrasting the process approach is the knowledge orientated approach. The premise of
this method is building learners mental representations of diseases. Here learners either
identify physiological mechanisms leading up to a disease or distinguish differences
between look alike diseases. In the conclusion of their review Schmidt et. al identified
the knowledge based approaches as appearing to be more effective than process based
approaches. They also note a need for more empirical studies to understand which
approaches are effective for imparting the clinical reasoning within pre-clinical years of
medical education (Schmidt 2015, Wimmers).
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Theoretical Framework
This research aims to understand how frontloading a process orientated clinical reasoning
instruction prior to simulation learning affects the performance of Second Year medical
learners. Simulation learning combines attributes of process orientated and knowledge
based approaches to teaching clinical reasoning. Learners are immersed into a scenario
where they are given limited information about the case (serial que approach). The cases
learners are presented with however, parallel material within their curriculum learning.
Learners, learn to diagnose cases based on knowledge they have of the conditions
(knowledge based approach).
Learners at the Simulation Learning Center (SLC) demonstrate difficulty in
systematically navigating through medical problems. This study, aims to expose learners
to the clinical reasoning process prior to simulation learning sessions.
In doing so this study will investigate:
a. Research Question 1 (RQ1): What changes can be observed in learner simulation
performance before and after exposure to a computer based instruction (CBI) exposing
learners to a focused (clinical) reasoning process?
b. Research Question 2 (RQ2): What differences are observed between the simulation
performances of learners exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to the intervention?
c. Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for
simulation learning preparation?
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In light of questions asked the remaining chapters will expand the research design of the
study, data analysis collected before and after the intervention and finally a discussion of
the findings.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This study investigated how exposing learners to the clinical reasoning process prior to
simulation exercise sessions affects their subsequent performance. Pre-clinical medical
students enrolled in an upper Midwestern School of Medicine participate in high fidelity
simulation learning. Students are observed as lacking in applying critical thinking when
stepping through simulation based problem solving scenarios (Allen, personal
communication, March 2, 2015). Though possessing a degree of background knowledge,
immature clinical reasoning skills appear to make medical problem solving a challenge to
efficiently navigate. In light of observed learner needs this study investigated:
1. What changes can be observed in learner simulation performance before and after
exposure to a computer based instruction (CBI) exposing learners to a focused
(clinical) reasoning process?
2. What differences are observed between the simulation performances of learners
exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to the intervention?.
3. How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for simulation learning
preparation?
This aim of this chapter will be to describe the experimental process followed throughout
the course of this study. Specifically Chapter 3 will expand on the conceptual framework
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used to define the scope of the study, the procedural process followed in developing the
intervention and the experimental design applied to the data collection and analysis.

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework (see Figure 1) demonstrates the procedural process which
outlines the scope of the study. The framework was largely influenced by instructional
design (ID) concepts. ID principles were applied as a means to develop the proposed
intervention. Specifically, the Dick and Carey model was selected as the instructional
design method to follow. The Dick and Carey model has a strong emphasis on
conducting a thorough front end (instructional) analysis to identify student learning
needs. Subsequent instructional material developed is then based according finding in
the initial analysis.

Figure 1 Conceptual framework demonstrating the overall process followed throughout
the course of the study.
The instructional analysis involved conducting Subject Matter Expert interviews,
building a learner profile, identifying learning goals, developing a performance ruberic
and designing the instruction intervention accordingly.

The phases of the Dick and

Carey process used for this study are expanded in the following sections.
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Subject Matter Expert (SME) Interviews, Learner Profile
Over the course of the study multiple meetings were conducted with Subject Matter
Expert (SME) Dr. J (pseudonym applied for anonymity), FACP and Simulation Learning
and Research Center Director. Preliminary SME meetings concentrated on
understanding pre-clinical medical students’ needs according to SME learner
performance expectations. SME interviews along with subsequent research provided the
needed information to build a learner profile of preclinical medical students. Learner
analyses are key as the instructional material later designed is customized according the
target audience analyzed.
Pre-clinical medical students at the Upper Midwestern medical school were selected as
sample participants for this study. The students are predominately male, Caucasian,
within an age range of early (22) to late twenties (28). The medical students are expected
to be self-directed, life-long learners with high standards of excellence. Students are
required to keep an ‘honors’ or ‘satisfactory’ academic standing. This means performing
at a level of at least 75% within the four major learning components. Falling below
academic performance results in academic probation and unless corrected, dismissal from
the program. Consequently, students must academically be high performers.
Clinical Reasoning Process Map
One outcome of SME interviews was the development of a clinical reasoning process
map based on practices learners are encouraged to follow when stepping simulation
problem solving (See Figure 2 ). The map identifies steps in the process of clinical
reasoning as well subdivides phases according to what learners ought to be able to
accomplish based on their level of learning (First versus Second Year etc.). The design
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of the process was influenced by elements of the Bowen model of clinical reasoning
(Bowen, 2006).

Figure 2 Simulation performance expectations of Year 1-4 medical learners
according to clinical reasoning process.
Simulation Assessment Tool
A simulation performance assessment tool was then created to evaluate students’
performance during learning. The tool was developed to allow objective measurements
of understanding assessments of simulation performance. To date there are no known
standardized assessment tools for high fidelity simulation learning. Frequently the
simulation experience is measured by self-assessing perception surveys taken by
participants. In order to understand how students stepped through an evaluation was
created (based off of the developed stages of clinical reasoning process map) was created.
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The purpose of evaluation sheet was to understand how learners perform when immersed
in simulation learning. Four phases of the process (History of Present Illness, Focused
Review of Systems, Focused Physical Assessment and the Labs/Diagnosis) were set as
key areas of evaluating student’s performance. Performance objectives were identified
for each phase and itemized into 13 groupings (See Appendix 1).
Instructional Plan
Once a rubric was created, the instructional material for the intervention began to be
developed. The purpose of the intervention was two parts:
1) First to expose students to a map of clinical reasoning process prior to their
simulation learning events.
2) Second, to help conduct focused data acquisition assessments by taking a systems
based approach to investigating a presented medical problem.
The desired outcome was to familiarize learners with a road map (guiding template) that
would dissuade unsystematic problem solving while in high fidelity simulations.
CBI Development
An Adobe Captivate 9 authorware tool was used to develop the CBI. The CBI (SIMprac)
was designed to expose learners to clinical reasoning process prior to simulation learning.
Storyboards depicting intended scenes of the CBI were designed using PowerPoint.
Storyboards were then sent to SME for feedback. Edits were made according to feedback
received. User testing was repeatedly conducted for formative assessment of the two CBI
modules designed (SIMprac1 & SIMprac2). User testing participants included a subject
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matter expert (ND-STAR Education Coordinator), interface expert (graphic design
instructor), along with multiple mock learners.
Experimental Design
A within group quasi-experimental design was selected to investigate the three posed
research questions. This research was limited to working with an intact class of medical
learners. Random assignment of participants into a control versus non-control group was
not a feasible option. Quasi -experimental research designs are commonly used in
educational settings were limitations apply regarding the grouping of learners (Creswell,
2003). Quasi-experimental designs introduce potential threats to internal validity. The
following list addresses potential threats to the internal validity of the study as well as
measures addressing each threat.

Threats

History:

Measures to counter
This study did not include the use of pre-tests. Changes in
learner performance were evaluated

Maturation

Sequential simulation events were selected for pre and post
evaluations. Apart from optional Simulation learning events
(attended by approximately 10% of the class) learners had no
exposure to simulation problem solving.
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Regression

The intervention was made available for learners over the
course of the week prior to the post intervention assessment.
Learners were provided with ample opportunity to access
learning material.

Selection

The intervention was made available to all learners.

Mortality

Simulation events used for evaluating learner performance
were mandatory attendance.

Interactions

Simulation learning is collaborative therefore interaction is

with Selection

inevitable. However, learners groups were tracked by
number to understand

Testing

Pre and post assessments conducted were not completed by
participants. Rather assessments were facilitator
observations of learner performance
Sampling

The groups of participants observed in this study were Second Year medical students
enrolled in an Upper Mid-Western medical school. Participants were grouped using
convenience sampling. Students were invited to participate in the study once Institutional
Review Board permission (IRB) (See Appendix 2) had been acquired. As per IRB
guidelines, participation in the study was voluntary. There were no incentives offered as
rewards to taking part in the study. The intervention material was made available for use
to each individual within the Year 2 class (irrespective of whether or not they chose to
participate in the study).
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Data Collection
Data collection occurred in three separate phases. These included the pilot, the
intervention and the post intervention events.
Pilot
The pilot event played a dual purpose. First it was an opportunity to validate the
simulation evaluation rubric. Data obtained from the pilot was later used to set the
baseline of student performance. A mandatory attendance simulation exercise event was
used for the pilot event. SIM Ex’s are mandatory attendance (high fidelity) simulation
learning events that are included within the curriculum of Year 1 and Year 2 medical
students. Subsequent events were also included for baseline data purposes. These
included two optional simulation exercise events (SIM Ops).

SIM Op’s are optional

simulation learning events that are made available to interested learners.
Intervention
The intervention was provided to learners in a two part clinical reasoning CBI modules
(SIMprac1 & SIMprac2). The CBI instructional units were made available to using
Blackboard a Learning Management System (LMS). Learners were provided the access
to the material for a period of 7 days. Announcements were generated via e-mail as well
as their Blackboard pages on the first day the tool was made available. A follow up
reminder e-mail was also generated on the 6th day. The final reminder notified learners
that the instructional unit would only be available for one more day. A 4 item post CBI
assessment questionnaire was included within the CBI understand learner perception of
the instructional module. Learners were requested to complete the questionnaire
following their first use of the CBI.
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Post Intervention
Three SIM Ex events were selected for post intervention evaluation of student
performance. The cases for these included an Advanced Breast Cancer case, a Sexual
Assault scenario and a Death and Dying case. (See Table 3 for case descriptions)
Case selection as well as student grouping for each simulation event was set according
the ND-Star Center assignment. This study had no control over the case design. Rather
scheduled events over the course of Block 7 & 8 were chosen for pre and post
intervention learner performance evaluation.
During simulation events (optional and mandatory) learners were assigned (by ND-Star
staff) to groups of 3-5 participants. Participant assignment was tracked for the purpose of
the study. Groups are then assigned to a Simulation Room (SIM Room) with a patient
(computer enhanced simulator) supporting medical personnel (not present in all cases)
and (1-2) presiding facilitators.
Facilitators are present to mentor learners during the each simulation learning event.
Facilitators present for the events used in the study were given Simulation Assessment
Evaluation Sheets (See Appendix 1) to report group performance data. In the pilot study
facilitators were asked to complete the evaluation sheet following the final iteration of the
scenario (second 15 minute period following the rapid debrief). In subsequent events
facilitators, however, completed the sheet following the first run of the scenario.
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Table 3 Case used during the simulation exercises observed in the course of the
study.
SIM Event

Type

Description

Pilot/Baseline
event 1
Baseline
Event 2

Case
Name
SimEx Hanta
Virus
SIM
Crohn’s
Op
Disease

Pulmonary case

Case
Objectives
TBA

Unique
Attributes
TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

Event took
place over the
course of two
separate days.
Learners
observed either
a male or female
‘patient’.
Patient initially
in cohesive

Baseline
Event 3

SIM
Op

Post
Intervention
Event 2 (P1)
P2

SIM
Ex
SIM
Ex

Urinary
Tract
Infection
Advanced
Breast
Cancer
Sexual
Assault

TBA

TBA

TBA

Sexual assault
scenario. Case
utilized
Standardized
Patients as
oppose to
Human Patient
Simulators.
Students either
were in groups
with a male or
female rape
victim. Case
included
optional
presence of a
SANE nurse or
Police Officer.

Sexual
Assault case
was unique
in that obit a
Focused
Physical
Exam was
not
included.

Use of live
Standardized
Patients.
Participants
were informed
of the nature of
the case 5
minutes prior
simulation.
Physical
examination or
Target system
was not to be
conducted.
Presence of
unique support
staff. Singe run
scenario, t= 25
minutes.
TBA

P3

SIM
Ex

Death and TBA
Dying
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TBA

Over the course of the baseline data collection events learners were not exposed to the
evaluation assessment rubric. Prior to the final two events, however, learners were
allowed access to both the instructional e-learning intervention as well as electronic pdf
copies of the performance evaluation rubric.
DATA ANALYSIS
Scores reported on the performance rubric along with student responses to perception
surveys (included in the CBI and collected following the final simulation exercise event)
were collected for analysis. Data was analyzed by comparing compiled results of the pre
and post intervention comparisons; intergroup comparison of learners who had
participated within the optional Simulation events (SIMOps) to learners who had not;
intergroup comparison (using results of the two mandatory Simulation events) of learners
who conducted the CBI versus learners who had not completed the CBI intervention; and
finally learner interpreting responses from the learner perception data. The analysis
results of the data reported and subsequent interpretations statistical results will be
discussed in the remaining two chapters.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS
Review of Chapters 1-3
The following chapter will present a summary of findings from the conducted
experiment. The aim of this study has been to investigate how frontloading the clinical
reasoning process affects simulation learning of Second Year medical students. Learners
appear to lack a strategy to effectively step through medical scenarios in high fidelity
simulations. Instead of developing and discriminating an intentional line of questions,
students sweep through and collect a wide range of information.
The study aims to understand:
a. Research Question 1 (RQ1): What changes can be observed in learner
simulation performance before and after exposure to a computer based
instruction (CBI) exposing learners to a focused (clinical)
reasoning process?
b. Research Question 2 (RQ2): What differences are observed between the
simulation performances of learners exposed to the CBI to learners not
exposed to the intervention?
c. Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of
the CBI for simulation learning preparation?
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Instructional design techniques were applied to understand the nature of the problem,
derive a simulation performance assessment tool as well as to develop suitable computer
based instruction. A quasi-experimental research study was conducted to understand the
effects of a computer based intervention on Second Year medical students' simulation
learning. Data collected include performance in simulation (pre and post intervention),
performance within the computer based instruction and learner perception of the
effectiveness of the CBI. A one way ANOVA was be used to compare learners'
simulation performance before and after the presented intervention.
Goals of the Analysis
In light of the research questions addressed as well as study designed to address the
questions, this chapter:
1. Presents data derived
2. Presents the analysis conducted in light of the three research questions:
a. Research Question 1 (RQ1): What changes can be observed in learner
performance before and after exposure to a computer based instruction
(CBI) exposing learners to a focused (clinical) reasoning process?
i. Total Facilitator Comparison
ii. Comparison of two consistent Facilitators
b. Research Question 2 (RQ2): What differences are observed between the
simulation performances of learners exposed to the CBI to learners not
exposed to the intervention?
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(NB: Variables that were analyzed for RQ1 and RQ2 include:
LOCAATES, Focused Review of Systems, Focused Physical, Number of
Diagnoses).
c. Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of
the CBI for simulation learning preparation?
3. Identify statistical inferences where applicable
4. Present a summary of all finding
RQ1: What changes can be observed in learner performance before and after
exposure to a computer based instruction (CBI) exposing learners to a
focused (clinical) reasoning process?
Variable: LOCAATES
Table 4 Total (combined) facilitator group performance evaluations of LOCAATES
data for the pre (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast Cancer)
simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
n groups
LOCAATES
Items
Location
Onset
Character
Associated
Symptoms
Aggravating/
Relieving
factors
Timing
Environment
Severity

History of Present Illness
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
18
18
Case
# of
% of
Case
# of
% of
Pertinent groups
groups
Pertinent groups
groups
Items
completed completed Items
completed completed
14
78
X
18
100
X
NA
NA
X
17
94
0
0
X
14
78

X
X

15

83

5
14
5
9

36

X

17

94

28

6

33

78
28
50

8
7
8

44
39
44

X

Table 5 Facilitator 1 & Facilitator 2s’ group performance evaluations of Focused
Review of systems (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast Cancer)
simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
Facilitator(FC)

n groups
LOCAATES
Items
Location
Onset
Character
Associated
Symptoms
Aggravating/
Relieving
factors
Timing
Environment
Severity

History of Present Illness
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
FC 1
FC 2
FC 1
FC 2
18
18
Case
# of
% of
Case
# of
% of
Pertinent groups
groups
Pertinent groups
groups
Items
completed completed Items
completed completed
14
78
X
18
100
X
NA
NA
X
17
94
0
0
X
14
78

X
X

15

83

5
14
5
9

X

17

94

28

6

33

78
28
50

8
7
8

44
39
44

X

Differences Observed
The above data set relays a potential change in how learners frame their History of
Present Illness questions that define symptom qualities (LOCAATES items). During the
post intervention event (Advanced Breast Cancer) the combined facilitator results as well
as the select facilitator results performance showed a greater number of groups asking
case pertinent (‘X’) items following exposure to the CBI.
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Variable: Focused Review of Systems
Table 6 Table 6 Total (combined) facilitator group performance evaluations of
Focused Review of Systems (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast
Cancer) simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
n groups
System
System Above
Target System
System Below

Focused Review of Systems
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
18
18
Total number of questions asked
9
28
97
110
10
62

Table 7 Facilitator 1 (FC1) & Facilitator 2 (FC2) group performance evaluations of
Focused Review of Systems (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast
Cancer) simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
Facilitator
n groups
System
System Above
Target System
System Below

Focused Review of Systems
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
FC1
FC2
FC1
FC2
5
4
5
4
Total number of questions asked
1
3
1
9
26
27
51
27
4
5
17
12

Differences Observed
The following differences are observed in the data above. First in the Focused ROS
items there is a consistent pattern of change from the pilot to post intervention event
observed with the system above and system below items. Second, during the pilot event
(Hanta Virus) learners appear to concentrate a greater number of questions to more so on
the target system. There is approximately a 10 to 1 ration comparison between system
above and below questions. Finally, the post-intervention event the learner ROS
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questions appear more inclusive of the system above and below (as is desired based for
focused clinical reasoning). The change in amount of system above questions asked
indicates 1:3 ratio increase, while system below questions demonstrate a 1:6 increase.
Statistical Significance
Table 8 Analysis of Variance test for Focused Review of Systems (ROS) assessments.
Analysis of Variance
System
Total Facilitator
F(2,18) = 3.04, p>0.05, η2=
System Above
0.09
F(2,18) = 1.04, p>0.05, η2=
Target System
0.03
F(2,18) = 15.2, p<0.05, η2=
System Below
0.32

FC1 & FC2 comparisons
F=(2,9) = 0.8, p>0.05, η2= 0.05
F=(2,9) = 5.2, p<0.05, η2 = 0.24
F=(2,9) = 6.9, p<0.05, η2 = 0.30

Variable: Focused Physical Assessments
Table 9 Total (combined) facilitator group performance evaluations of Focused
Physical Assessments data for the pre (Hanta Virus) and post intervention
(Advanced Breast Cancer) simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
n groups
System
System Above
Target System
System Below

Focused Review of Systems
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
18
18
Number of Groups Completed
4
8
18
17
7
8
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Table 10 Facilitator 1 (FC1) and Facilitator 2 (FC2) group performance evaluations
of Focused Physical (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast Cancer)
simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
Facilitator
n groups
System
System Above
Target System
System Below

Focused Review of Systems
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
FC1
FC2
FC1
FC2
5
4
5
4
Number of Groups Completed
0
0
1
2
5
4
5
4
1
3
1
2

Differences Observed
The following differences are observed with select instructor data above. First, both
events a majority of the assessments are focused on the Target System (Hanta Virus
100% or groups, Advanced Breast Cancer 94% groups). Second, in the Hanta Virus case
approximately 22% of Year 2 groups assessed the System above, and fewer than 50%
focused on the System below. Within the post-intervention more learners also appear to
pay attention to the system above as is reflected by an increase to up to 50% of the total
groups. Finally, the system below however, remains consistent as the pilot event with
approximately 50 % of groups conducting an assessment.
Statistical Significance
Table 11 Analysis of Variance test results for Focused Physical assessments
Analysis of Variance
Variable
Total Facilitator
F(2,18) = 3.04, p>0.05, η2=
System Above
0.09
F(2,18) = 1.04, p>0.05, η2=
Target System
0.03
F(2,18) = 15.2, p<0.05, η2=
System Below
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FC1 & FC2 comparisons
F=(2,9) = 0.8, p>0.05, η2= 0.05
F=(2,9) = 5.2, p<0.05, η2 = 0.24
F=(2,9) = 6.9, p<0.05, η2 = 0.30

0.32
Variable: Number of Diagnoses derived
Table 12 Total (combined) facilitator group performance evaluations of Labs &
diagnoses data for the pre (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast
Cancer) simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
n groups
Number of Diagnoses

Labs and Diagnoses
Pre- Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
18
89

Post-Intervention Event
Advanced Breast Cancer
18
45

Table 13 Facilitator 1 (FC1) and Facilitator 2 (FC2) group performance evaluations
of number of diagnoses for pilot (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced
Breast Cancer) simulation exercise events.
Phase
Event
Scenario
Facilitator
n groups
Number of Diagnoses

Focused Review of Systems
Pre- Intervention Event
Post-Intervention Event
Hanta Virus
Advanced Breast Cancer
FC1
FC2
FC1
FC2
5
4
5
4
19
16
13
8

Differences observed
In data above a consistent drop in the number of diagnoses between pre and post
intervention events is seen. In Chapter 5 an interpretation of this finding is discussed.
Statistical Significance
Table 14 Analysis of Variance for Number of Diagnoses Derived
Analysis of Variance
Variable
Total Facilitator
F(2,18) = 16.4, p<0.05, η2=
Number of
0.33
Diagnoses
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Dr. J & Dr. L comparisons
F=(2,9) = 13.5 , p<0.05, η2 =
0.45

RQ2 What differences are observed between the simulation performances of
learners exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to the intervention?
Table 15 Comparison of the simulation performance of learners exposed to the
computer based instruction (CBI) to learners not exposed to the module.
Case Pertinent
Items
n groups
History of Present Illness
LOCAATES
Location
Onset
Character
Associated symptoms
Aggravating/relieving factors
Timing
Environment

CBI

Non CBI

15

2

# groups completed

X
X
X

6
5
3
5
1
0
2

X

2
2
1
2
0
0
0

Table 16 Comparison of student simulation performance (exposed to CBI vs. without
CBI exposure) for ROS, Focused Physical and Number of Diagnoses Derived.

n groups
Review of Systems
System Above
Target System
System Below
Focused Physical
System Above
Target System
System Below
Number of
Diagnoses derived

Exposed to CBI
Without CBI Exposure
6
2
Number of Questions Asked
10
0
51
15
23
4
Number of Groups Completed
3
0
6
2
3
0
13
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6

Differences observed
The group with overall lowest performance had no exposure to the CBI. Half of the
groups with CBI versus all without-CBI groups failed to physically asses system above
and below. All of the groups with CBI asked ROS for the system below versus whereas
only one group without exposed to the CBI asked ROS system below questions. The
groups not exposed to the CBI groups did not ask ROS for system above questions.
Whereas 3/6 groups with CBI did.
Statistical significance
RQ 3 How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for simulation learning
preparation?
Table 17 Learner perception data to SIMprac 1
Respondents (n=19)
Informative
Engaging
Recommend to Peer
Recommend to Year 1

Agree
11
7
10
15
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Neutral
7
7
5
3

Disagree
1
5
4
1

Table 18 Learner perception to preparedness CBI allowed for simulation.
Post-SIM Ex Survey Responses

# respondents

I was able to complete SIMprac1 prior to attending
Breast Cancer SIM Ex
I was able to complete SIMprac2 prior to attending
Sexual Assault SIM Ex
SIMprac 1 helped prepare me for the Breast Cancer
SIM Ex

23

ST
D

19

0 1 2 3
1 1 1
0
SIMprac 2 helped prepare me for the Sexual Assault 0 1 2 3
3
7
SIM Ex
NOT able to complete SIMprac1 because
Did not know it was available
2
Forgot about it
It took longer than I thought
1
The module was confusing
Other
NOT able to complete SIMprac2 because
Did not know it was available
3
Forgot about it
It took longer than I thought
The module was confusing
2
Other

44

Aver
age

4 5 3.4
9 2

0.9

4 5 3.2
9

1.1

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS
Table 19 Summary of findings for Research Question (RQ) 1.
Variables
LOCAATES

Differences Observed
Post intervention, groups appear
better at asking case pertinent
items.

Statistical significance
n/a

Focused ROS

-Notable differences are observed
between both events for # of
questions asked (for system above
and below)

- System above: No statistical
significance to imply intervention
accounts for differences.
-System below: Statistical
difference implies impact of the
intervention.

Focused
Physical

-Twice as many groups assess
system above (between pre and
post intervention events).
-Marginal differences for systems
above (pre & post intervention)
and system target (pre & post
intervention)
Notable differences between total
# diagnoses groups derived before
and after the intervention.

No statistical significance to imply
intervention impacted changes in
learner physical assessment
performance

# Diagnoses
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Statistical significance exists in
differences between both cases.

Table 20 Summary of findings for RQ2
Variable(s)
LOCAATES

Focused ROS,
Focused Physical, &
# Diagnoses

Differences Observed

Statistical
Significance
-Non *CBI groups persistently asked the n/a
same limited LOCAATES questions.
While consistently missing ‘severity’.
- CBI groups exposure learners recalled
more LOCAATES items,
-Group with overall lowest performance
had no CBI exposure
-3/6 groups with CBI vs. both non-CBI
groups failed to physically asses system
above and below
-All groups with CBI asked ROS for
system below vs. neither of non CBI
groups
-Non CBI groups did not ask ROS for
system above questions. Whereas 3/6
groups with CBI did.

No statistical
significance
between the means
of both sets of
groups

Table 21 Summary of findings for RQ 3

Variable

Perception scores/outcome

To CBI

Informative
Moderate
Engaging
Low
Recommend to peer
Moderate
Recommend to Year 1 Student
High
SIMprac1 (first CBI) perception of usefulness
scores were higher than SIMprac2 scores.

Usefulness of CBI for Simulation
Learning
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
In this study three questions have been asked to better understand how exposing Second
Year medical learners to a clinical reasoning instructional modules affects their
performance in simulation based problem solving. Specifically these questions ask:
1) Research Question 1 (RQ1): What changes can be observed in learner simulation
performance before and after exposure to a computer based instruction (CBI)
exposing learners to a focused (clinical) reasoning process?
2) Research Question 2 (RQ2): What differences are observed between the simulation
performances of learners exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to the
intervention?
3) Research Question 3 (RQ3): How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for
simulation learning preparation?
The goal of Chapter 5 will be to draw meaning from the data analysis (See IV
Analysis) of each question. To do so this chapter will:
1. Present an interpretation of the data (identify areas of impact and significance)
2. State the practical significance of findings
3. Address overall conclusions
4. Identify areas for continued research
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Interpretation
The interpretation of the data will be explained according to the three research questions:
1. What changes can be observed in learner performance before and after exposure
to the computer based instruction (CBI)?
2. What differences are observed in the simulation performance of learners exposed
to the CBI to learners not exposed to the intervention?
3. How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for simulation learning
preparation?
For the first two questions data from Total Facilitator and Selected Facilitator Evaluations
will be interpreted to understand the impact of the intervention. Subsequent inferences
and implications will also be considered. The final question, however, will look at the
outcome learner’s perception to better understand the effectiveness of the CBI for
simulation learning preparation.
RQ1 What changes can be observed in learner performance before and after
exposure to the computer based instruction (CBI)?
Four variables were looked at when trying to understand the changes in learners’
performances before and after the intervention. These included:
1. LOCAATES items asked
2. Areas of the Focused Review of Systems (ROS) addressed
3. Areas Focused Physical Assessments conducted
Areas of Impact. Findings from the analysis of the pre and post events show
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strong evidence indicating an impact of the intervention with the following two variables:
Focused ROS and the Number of Diagnoses derived (See Table 8 p. 39, Table 14 p. 41).
Evaluation data of how learners ask Focused ROS questions, shows a consistent pattern
of change between the pre (Hanta Virus) and post intervention (Advanced Breast Cancer)
events. In the Hanta Virus scenario, students concentrate a greater amount of questions
more so on the target system (often neglecting the systems above and below). With the
Advanced Breast Cancer case (post intervention), however, learners’ ROS questioning
becomes more inclusive of the system above and below (as desired based on Year 1
learner expectations See Figure 2, p. 26).
With the Total Facilitator data, an Analysis of Variance (testing whether or not
differences observed between mean values of the two data sets are attributed to the
intervention) indicates a significant difference (p=0.05) with how learners asked
questions of the system below. The same test looking exclusively at the two facilitators
consistently present at both events (FC1 and FC2) showed significant differences in the
number of questions learners asked of the system above (See Table 8, p. 39).
These findings indicate strong evidence that the intervention affected where learners’
concentrated their ROS questions. There is an apparent deviation from exclusively
centering questions on the target system. In looking at the data an there appears to be a
strong indication that learners were impacted by the instructional material presented prior
their simulation. It is important, however, to consider whether or not difference in
performance can be attributed by other influencing factors. The differences in the nature
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of the two cases may have influenced how learners framed their ROS questions (SME
interview April 14, 2016).
Hanta virus (pre-intervention scenario) is an extreme pulmonary case. Evidence
presented of the case (young adult otherwise healthy adult with rapid onset of symptoms)
may have drawn learners to naturally focus in on the target system. Advanced Breast
Cancer, on the other hand, has metastasis considerations (disease spreading to
surrounding organs). Consequently here learners may have been inclined to ask
questions of the system below (SME interview April 14, 2016)
Data from the Crohn’s SIM Op (an optional attendance pre-intervention event) was
compared to understand whether or not case dependency attributed to the differences
observed. If learner performance in Focused ROS were more influenced by case, you
would expect to see learners in Crohn’s disease also assess the system above. The
groups observed however, failed to assess either the system above or below. Instead,
they demonstrated patterns similar with what was observed in the Hanta Virus case.
Performances of Crohn’s Disease SIM Ops participants reinforce patterns of learners
focusing solely on the target system. A claim therefore, can be made that differences
observed between the Hanta Virus and Advanced Breast Cancer events are more likely
due to intervention as opposed to nature of the case.
The Number of Diagnoses derived also shows notable differences before and after the
intervention. Results from the Total Facilitator evaluations demonstrate learners deriving
half as many diagnoses following the intervention. Similarly, the Selected Evaluation
results show FC1 groups asking approximately 30% less questions, while FC2 groups
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mirror the results of the Total Facilitator evaluations.

Statistical significance exists in

differences between both cases and the Analysis of variance results were: F(2,18) = 16.4,
p<0.05, η2= 0.33.
A drop in the number of diagnoses students derive may be a marker of how they are
reasoning through the case. This may indicate that students begin to narrow the scope of
their investigation. The intervention used a case that was similar to the Advanced Breast
Cancer case. The case was of a benign breast condition. A claim can be made that
exposure to the intervention may have helped learners narrow scope of investigation as it
by presenting learners with a case that paralleling breast cancer.
Areas of little or indiscernible impact. Focused Physical Assessments, indicate
no substantial changes in performance due to the intervention (See Table 11). No
statistical significance (p= 0.05) to imply intervention impacted learners’ physical
assessment performance. Focused physical assessments do not reflect as great a change
(as seen in the Focused ROS) between the pilot and post intervention events. In both
events a majority of the assessments were focused on the Target System (Hanta Virus
100% or groups, Advanced Breast Cancer 94% groups). In the Hanta Virus case
approximately 22% of Year 2 groups assessed the System above, and fewer than 50%
focused on the System below. During the post-intervention more learners appear to pay
attention to the system above as is reflected by an increase to up to 50% of the total
groups. Results for the system below were consistent with the pilot showing
approximately 50 % of groups conducting an assessment.
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The Focused Physical results indicate either that learners (having identified area of
greatest concern) are demonstrating clinical reasoning by concentrating investigation on
the target system. (If so, however, learners would also be demonstrating tunnel vision as
metastases considerations would be important in advanced breast cancer case). Or,
alternatively, the data shows that limitations of CBI account for lack of knowledge
transfer. This may be attributed to the limitation of the instructional modality of the
intervention tool. Computer based instruction (CBI), though able to allow multimodalities (including audio, and visual) is limited in degree of immersion it can produce
(Datta, Upadhyay, & Jaideep, 2010).
LOCAATES. LOCAATES is a mnemonic used to identify key areas learners should
investigate to better understand the presented symptoms. These denote: Location, Onset,
Character, Associated Symptoms, Aggravating or Alleviating factors, Timing,
Environmental factors and Severity.
Analysis of the LOCAATES variable shows a potential change in how learners frame
their opening questions; however definite conclusions can yet be made.

During the

post intervention events, CBI groups appear better at asking case pertinent items (See
Table 4, p.50). Case pertinent items can be considered as areas relevant to the case that
are important for learners to ask LOCAATES questions of. The intervention may have
had an impact as to how close learners began asking ‘case pertinent’ questions, however
changes cannot at this time solely attributed to intervention. More studies are needed to
compare the selection of LOCAATES questions made by students’ changes over the
course of simulation events attended.
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RQ2: What differences are observed between the simulation performances of
learners exposed to the CBI to learners not exposed to the intervention?
The same four variables (LOCAATES, Focused ROS, and Focused Physical Assessments
& Number of Diagnoses) were studied to understand the second question. Due to the
voluntary participation nature of the study only 2 groups were available as Non-CBI
participant comparisons. As FC1 and FC2 facilitated the two groups, the CBI
comparisons selected are the remainder of the groups they each facilitated during the
Advanced Breast Cancer case.
Analysis of Variance indicated no significance in the differences of mean In looking at
CBI vs. non CBI groups statistically there appears to be no significant difference
(p=0.05). A lack of significant difference, however, is likely due to having too few NonCBI groups for analysis.
However, there are pattern of differences between the two groups that lend evidence to a
potential impact of the intervention.
1. Groups with CBI appeared to perform better in data acquisition in Advanced
Breast Cancer case. Learners with exposure to the CBI demonstrated a greater
recall of LOCAATES items than learners without exposure to the CBI. Learners
without exposure to the CBI consistently missed ‘Severity’ which is a
LOCAATES item that was significant for the Advanced Breast Cancer case.
2. Groups with CBI appear to include system above and below (which is important
for the Advanced Breast Cancer case and metastasis considerations). All groups
with CBI exposure groups asked ROS system below questions. Three of the six
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groups also asked ROS questions of the system above. In contrast one of the nonCBI groups asked ROS system below questions, however neither asked system
above questions. Half the groups exposed to the CBI conducted system above and
below assessments, whereas neither of the Non-CBI exposure groups conducted
system above or below assessments.
Further cases are needed to draw a statistical analysis. (Sexual Assault and Death and
Dying cases are too unique to allow for comparisons).
RQ3 How do learners’ perceive the usefulness of the CBI for simulation
learning preparation?
Findings from learner perception surveys indicated high scores for recommending the
module for first year learners, moderate considerations of the informative nature of the
case and a low perception of the engaging nature of the tool. Learners also perceived the
first module (SIMprac1) better prepared them for the simulation learning than did the
second (SIMprac2).
Due to time limitations, the CBI was unable to be designed to incorporate diverse
multimedia (audio and video). Instructional material presented in varying formats can
aid learner engagement. The material had also originally been indented for a Year 1
audience, thus it’s not unexpected that students would have these perceptions toward the
module.
When asked whether or not learners found the tool useful for simulation preparation,
results showed higher scores for the first module than the second. Learners were better
prepared by the first CBI as the initial case (used for practice exercises) paralleled the
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Advanced Breast Cancer case. Also, initial CBI case (Fibroadenoma, benign breast
condition) and the simulation scenario (Advanced Breast Cancer) both focused on
problem solving. The second CBI focused on problem solving, however the simulation
case that learners stepped through focused more so on situational awareness. As oppose
to investigating a problem, learners were instead expected to conduct an emotionally
sensitive patient interview for a known sexual assault.

Practical Significance
What practical significance can be drawn from these findings? The practical value of this
study can be seen in two key areas. Through this study two key benefits can be
highlighted. These include:
1. The value of an assessment tool for simulation learning
2. The value of a exposing learners to the clinical reasoning process in addressing
learner needs
Value of a simulation assessment tool
This study demonstrated the value of using an evaluation sheet for first identifying
learner needs. High fidelity simulation is a fairly novel teaching modality. Assessment
methods have yet to be standardized for high fidelity learning. The evaluation rubric
derived for the study helped identify learner needs. Specifically the study, helped
identify a pattern among Year 2 learners to solely center their investigations on the target
system. This is contrary to what learners are encouraged to practice. Rather students are
advised to be more inclusive in their focused assessments by including considerations of
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the system above and below. Prior to this study the trend in how learners narrow on one
system had not been identified. The derived evaluation sheet, however, helped provided
performance data that highlighted this performance deficiency.
Apart from identifying learner needs, the rubric helps set a measure of how learners are
stepping through their clinical reasoning. This was specifically seen with data collected
of the LOCAATES and Number of Diagnoses derived items. Over the course of the study
it was discovered that LOCAATES items are case dependent. Learners are not expected
to ask each area of LOCAATES (SME interview, March 2016). Rather the mnemonic
acts as template from which learners can derive case appropriate questions to better
discern disease symptom qualities. In her publication highlighting differences between
novice and more expert medical learners, Bowen notes learners with ‘early impressions’
of disease possibilities ask their patient questions relating to their working theory (mental
abstraction of a case) (Bowen, 2006). Consequently, LOCAATES items can be used as an
indirect measure of whether or not learners are using an early working hypothesis to
frame preliminary patient question.
The Number of Diagnoses item on the other hand, may help identify how well learners
are conducting clinical reasoning. As learners appeared to apply concepts of the clinical
reasoning process to their investigation they appear to derive fewer diagnoses. This may
indicate a more systematic approach to investigating as oppose to the shotgun approach
to understanding a medical problem. Again, more studies are needed comparing similar
scenarios to better understand how the whether or not an inverse relationship exists
between how well learners diagnostically reason to the number of diagnoses they derive.
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Value of a exposing learners to the clinical reasoning process
This study demonstrates the benefits frontloading clinical reasoning instruction prior to
simulation learning. Exposing learners to the clinical reasoning process appears to have
affect what LOCAATES questions learners ask, the systems learners addressed in the
Review of Systems as well as the number of diagnoses they derive.
In the Advanced Breast Cancer case learners (exposed to the CBI) demonstrated a better
performance in areas identified as lacking. Both statistical analysis and patterns of data
indicate changes in learner performance toward the desired performance. Learners were
more inclusive of other systems in their investigation, and learners appeared to more
efficiently derive diagnoses.
Familiarizing learners with the process may help them to better grasp clinical reasoning
skills. High fidelity simulation helps learners walk through the reasoning process while
applying background knowledge. It is necessary to identifying appropriate ways of
introducing learners to the process prior to their HF Simulation learning.
Further work
Further work is needed to continue the development of the assessment sheet. In this
study the evaluation sheet focused solely on measuring how learners perform in stepping
through the clinical reasoning process. The evaluation sheet, however, did not factor in
situational awareness performance measurements. This was seen apparent when
attempting to measure learner performance in scenarios that more so focused on how
learners respond to circumstance (as oppose to the medical investigation). Two such
instances included the Sexual Assault and Death and Dying simulation learning events.
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Both events demonstrated the evaluation tool’s current limitation to measure learners’
situational awareness. Continuing research should seek to expand the assessment tool to
incorporate how learners are interacting with their patient to aid in their clinical
reasoning.
Conclusion
This study has aimed to understand ways to better help learner apply clinical reasoning
skills in simulation learning. Clinical reasoning is a challenging process for learners to
grasp. The diagnostic reasoning ability grows with increased experience and knowledge.
High fidelity simulation learning is increasingly being adopted in efforts to help students
better grasp clinical reasoning skills. In observing a class of Year 2 medical learners at
the Simulation Learning Center, it was found that students grapple with systematically
stepping through problem solving. To resolve the encountered problem, this study aimed
to investigate how learners would be affected by exposure to the clinical process (prior
simulation learning). This study found strong evidence of change in two areas. First
learners appeared to change the scope of their systems based assessments. Learners
appear to be more inclusive of investigating the system above and system below as
oppose to narrowly focusing in on the target system.
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